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● Caiti Baker Featured With the Taiwu Ancient Ballads Troupe in Her 

New Album Under Our Galaxy. 

● Indigenous Ballads Meet RnB, Caiti Baker Featuring the Taiwu 

Ancient Ballads Troupe in Her Newest Album Under Our Galaxy. 

● Caiti Baker One of the Kind Album Under Our Galaxy, Meets 

Taiwanese Indigenous Ballads. 

 

 
 

Earlier this month, Australia RnB Singer Caiti Baker dropped her newest album Under 

Our Galaxy via Wind Music Intl’ in Asia (Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Korea, Japan, 

Hong Kong, Macau, China). Taking lessons of the past and inspirations for the future, 

bringing both together in a way that has created something that simply screams 

“Caiti”, Larakia-based artists present her new album Under Our Galaxy.  

 

The album exists as an homage to those heat-driven RnB, neo-soul, and hip-hop 

moments that play a crucial role in Caiti’s formative growth as a young artist. An 

album for homegirls, the homeboys, the lovers past and present, and empowerment 

that comes with coming into oneself; Under Our Galaxy is Caiti at her most fluid and 

expressive. Under Our Galaxy sees Caiti step further into a spotlight that feels just 

right for her at this time in her life. Embracing life, love, and intimacy in this new 

phase of adulthood has become reflected in her music in the purest and most 

exciting ways – now Caiti is ready to share it. 
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The 7-track album features the Taiwu Ancient Ballads Troupe on “Slow Down”. Caiti 

had to pull some strings to get in touch with its artist manager from Wind Music Intl’ 

when the Taiwu performed at the WOMADelaide in 2019. They were instantly 

singing to each other in the hotel lobby. Caiti flew to Taiwan many times and was 

supposed to record the song in 2020. Following the pandemic, Caiti watched the 

Taiwu’s entire recording session via Instagram chat and FaceTime. During the 

recording, Wind Music Intl’s rep told Caiti, “I find it very interesting that you smile so 

much while watching the girls sing!” After the recording session, Caiti learned the 

Taiwu’s various vocal parts of meaning and recorded her own tracks to their parts 

just as the Taiwu learned the English parts. “Slow Down” presents the collaboration 

beyond language, race, and generation, this song once proved music connects 

people and everything is possible.  

 

“This song is one of the greatest musical achievements of my career, and I’m beyond 

proud of the song, the writers and producers, the choir, and the communities that 

made the song happen,” said Caiti.  

 

Under Our Galaxy has been released globally on May 13, 2022. 

 

The album is available on Apple Music Store, Spotify, Bandcamp, and other music 

streaming platforms. 

 

https://lnk.to/muziu-0384 

 
Under Our Galaxy tracklist:  

1. Mellow 

2. Galaxy 

3. Hypnotise 

4. Joy 

5. Slow Down ft. Taiwu Ancient Ballads Troupe 

6. Spice 

7. Time 
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